One Product.
Many Solutions.

Smartly Aligning all your Quality Initiative Reporting
Many quality measures are used in multiple reporting criteria - whether you are a single practice
focused on MU or PCMH, or you are part of an ACO or HIE. The alignment of all these measures
and criteria can be daunting. What if you could support all initiatives centrally for all
participating providers, practices and groups? What if at the same time you could help support
the ultimate goal of maximizing revenue for your members too?
PrecisionBI provides a unifying platform agnostic to your members' PM and EMR system selections.
It centralizes all your individual and group population health monitoring needs. With PBI, you
can immediately enable provider level, group level, system level and ACO or HIE-wide cross-practice
analysis and reporting.

This is a requirement at the individual & ACO/HIE levels to secure maximum reimbursement.
PBI has developed the tools for conforming and aggregating metrics from disparate systems,
allowing you a 360º view of your goals and establishing a true "Single Source of Truth." Get clear
and reliable information describing your progress toward specific requirements (PQRS, NQF, statespecific, etc.) for acute, chronic and preventive care, as well as disease-specific measures like DM,
CHF, HTN, IVD and COPD.
Our data experts will teach you how to
define target populations, build or
modify searches and reports specific to
individual measures and combine them
visually to meet specific tracking needs.
All of this can be accomplished without
duplication each time a measure is
reused for another reporting
requirement.
Using PBI's nightly incremental
update process, web-enabled
dashboards and KPI tools, you will
see daily progress towards each
measure. This allows you the ability
to react to negative processes in a
timely manner.
And PBI’s extensive report scheduling and automation capabilities enable you to distribute details to
staff via e-mail or print-style reports. PBI's built-in analysis tools are designed for the non-technical
user. These tools shorten by hours, days or weeks, the time it takes a programmer to design, build and
test a report that may or may not tell you what you need to know. Empower your team with direct
contact to a centralized data warehouse - giving you the information you need to effectively perform
daily tasks while supporting your PHM goals. Unlock the power of your data.

Contact us to learn more. 844.229.5663 | www.precisionbi.com

